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MIO WMD-ISR and Littoral Operations Experiments
Center for Network Innovation and Experimentation (CENETIX)
Naval Postgraduate School 23 April, 2014
Littoral Mesh Networking: LCS-UAV
and Relay Boats Solution
CGC Hawksbill Joining the Littoral
Network  from Monterey
Self-Forming Mesh with Cube Satellite
Orbital Nodes
Technion Robotic Cube Satellite  Formation  Flown
Above the Littoral Operations Area
Cube Sat Way Point Operation of Remote
UGV  across the Littoral Ops Island
NPS CENETIX UGV
Technion Robotic Cube Satellites
BT networking via ATAK wearable units with Wave
Relay Mesh radios, Mar, 2014
• Performed with failures within the skin,
short LOS
• Relays improve the performance
BT Networking Coordination & Observations
BT is learning how to self-
form to cover a larger area
Critical observation at
19:01:12; adding relays works


















Prospective new direction of on-the-move
throw-able or/and quickly moving UGV
emplaced relays





Projectile-Based Networking (data collection and relay network
with 2-8 sec life time, 3D space dispersed)
Projectile-Based Networking (data collection and relay network
with 2-8 sec life time, 3D space dispersed)
Rafael Firefly 40 mm LV video round (Israel), 40 x 46 LV Other Grenades
The projectile contains two CCD color video cameras with a resolution of 20 cm per pixel
at the maximum altitude of 150 m, at which a coverage of 1,200 m² is provided. The
maximum flight time of the projectile is 8 seconds. The signal from the cameras is sent
back to a hand-held computer for storage and analysis
TASER International Inc. XREP wireless 12-gauge Neuro Muscular
Incapacitation (NMI) projectile.
Projectile-Based Networking in MIO Experiments: Small Boat Drive-
by Detection at High Speed
